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EDITORIAL

N~trogen
Supply, Animal Production and Grazing
Association StabUity
I am familiar with the work in the New England area, where
the native Wanaby grass is capable of responding to
association with naturalised white clover and of carrying as
many stock as persistent introduced grasses. What is
important is that native wanaby grass is more productive
through association with a naturalised legume.
In Northern Australia various stylos are adding to the
nitrogen economy of the grazing association. But the local
grasses are not always able to respond to the increased
nitrogen status. Perennial grasses sometimes give way to
annual grasses. As the cycle continues, herbaceous "weeds"
increase to fill the gap which should be filled by responsive
perennial grasses. These needed grasses may be Australian,
from more fertile and/ or (slightly) higher rainfan areas, or
introduced from overseas. It doesn't matter which. It
required the same genetic resources effort.
Is this not also a familiar story in Southern Australia?
The introduced and naturalised legumes have increased the
nitrogen status. Many native perennial grasses have not been
able to respond and/or to persist under the increased grazing
pressure. The perennial grasses have been replaced by
annual grasses (naturalised) and herbaceous "weeds"
(Pattersons Curse, Cape Weed etc). Stronger growing
perennial grasses are necessary to use the increased
availibility of nutrients and moisture.
Most of Australia was deficient in herbaceous legumes.
Hence the nitrogen status of many soils was restricted. The
capacity to maintain nitrogen status under grazing (and
cropping) was weak. Because of nitrogen deficiency, most
Australian grazing associations were not efficiently using
climatic resources. Even in semi-arid and arid areas nitrogen
deficiency, restricted production of grazing associations.
Naturalised and introduced legumes have changed the
nitrogen status in some areas. The proce·ss needs to be
continued in other areas.

Don Bumslde
I presume that it is increasing age that makes one
feel that each successive year slips by faster than the
one before it. I thought 1985 was speedy, but 1986 has
got up a real head of steaml So, although we are
already wen into it, best wishes for the rest of it.
After some begging phone cans and frantic telex
messages, we have got together some interesting
material for you; varying from the philosophy and
methodology of rangeland monitoring, to the suitability
of various engines for different fuel types. No one can
ever say that rangeland people are uni-dimensional!
Weare able to continue the lively debate concerning
exotic plant introductions and Barney Foran has some
very wise things to say about the management needs
of aboriginal communities in the outback. Fonowing on
the points he made, Wa1 James has described one
solution to the need for power in the form of solar power
generation. The developments in this field are certainly
relevant.
.
I hope we get some feedback from the lengthy tome
concerning rangeland trend measurement. Barney
Foran is eager for comment and I know it is still a
vexed issue amongst scientists and particularly
amongst administrators in the rangelands. Thanks also
to Peter Walker and Brian Downing for their contributions - no doubt we can look to future contributions
from the impressive team that Brian is assembling in
Cobar.
Finany, Ken Hodgkinson kindly has put together all
the news from Council and Wal Whalley has asked that
the 1986 Biennial Conference (August 24-27, 1986,
Armidale N .S.W.) be advertised as widely and as often
as possible. So be itl

The point is; that even in semi-arid/arid conditions,
increasing the nitrogen supply will increase animal
production.
Even ifthe naturalised/introduced annual legume only
produces grazable dry matter in one or two years out of
five, this will affect production and persistance in all years.
Perennial herbaceous legumes are more consistently part of
the feed supply, but seems to supply less nitrogen. They are
not mutually exclusive. Neither are shrub and tree "Drought
reserve" legumes, in open spacing.
Increased nitrogen status will cause a shift in species/
genotypes in the grazing association, which mayor may not
respond with stability.
The need to introduce stronger growing, more productive
grasses, is but part of the ecological site development
ofthe soil-plant-animal production system: fonowing a change
in one input. nitrogen.
The need to reach another level of stable production is not
a logical argument against th~
introduction of legumes.
It nJlI<;t he rf'nwmbered that with each increase in
production from the grazing association, the available
moisture supply is being more efficiently used for animal
production. The combination of increased stock numbers,
reduces the invasion of woody weed species. (I didn't say
eliminates Wal, although this does happen in many areas).

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
From Tony O'Brien
Shamae Research Centre,
Kempsey, N.S.W. 2440
Hold it right there Wal Whalley I
There is certainly no assumption on my part' 'that all
Australian Forage species are worse than useless ..... ".
I readily agree that, with management there are many
productive native plant associations. These often contain
individual species/ genotypes which are highly desirable
grazing plants, some of which are resistant to grazing abuse.
~
Ther are also many Australian plants suitable for reclamation
work, in sequential succession.
But not all Australian grazing associations are adapted to
• changes wrought with domestic grazing. Not an degraded or
denuded areas have species in adjacent sites with.the capacity
to reclaim them. Very few grazing associations funy and
efficiently utilise the moisture supply: hence the invasion of
woody or herbaceous weed species.
It's all about efficiency of available moisture use; soil
nit!ogen status! protein supplies, intake, digestability and
ammal production.
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Genetic ResoUl'ces, CoUection and Evaluation
In my letter of August '85 the discussion of introductions
was mostly concerned with legumes, though not exclusively.
I will re-iterate; there are many useful species/genotypes for
Australian conditions, to be found in overseas floras. They are
variously suitable for relamation and for improvement of
rangeland; for increasing plant production, plant quality,
plant diversification, for reinforcing, or replacing
unproductive grazing associations. None of this says anything
against collection and evaluation of Australian species for
similiar purposes.
The essential thing in either case is to have Genetic
Resource Units of specifically trained staff, capable of
systematically tackling the job. These units should be capable
of handling ephemeral seed supplies from overseas.
My comments above show the wisdom of being aware of
the need to evaluate perennial grasses capable of utilising
the increased availability of nutrients and moisture;
following the naturalisation or introduction oflegumes.
I have not, moreover, heard producers complaining about
the slow spread ofbuffel grass in above average seasonal
conditions, in semi-arid areas. Nor would I expect to hear
producers complaining about the spread of other quality
grasses or palatable herbs; even when introduced without
associated legumes. Increased plant diversification is a
hedge against seasonal variation, sudden onset of diseases
and pests, etc.
Yes Wal, there have been some bad weeds to arrive in
Australia, including grasses; many more by accident than bad
science. This is no argument against current plant
introduction. There have been many more useful plants arrive
in Australia than weeds; a lot ofthes(; by accident too. The
rangelands are no longer" Australi ..n Only".
I certainly am not advocating "indescriminate plant
introduction". I have thirty years of involvement with genetic
resources, paralleling my rangeland involvement. Any plants I
send back are sent to genetic resource units. They are
palatable species and have potential for increasing animal
production, community stability and soil maintenance.
Unfortunately there is not an adequate network of Genetic
Resources Units in Southern Australia.
Properly trained genetic resource personnel are not going to
release undesirable plants. I would anticipate any person
involved with opportunistically sending genetic resources to
Australia does so with some ability to judge the material
before dispatch. But there is no point in opportunistic
collections if the personnel involved in evaluation are not
geared to handle it and/ or allow preconceived ideas to
interfere with objective assessment ofthe material.

species in the great bulk of our pastoral areas ..... " "In
Queensland's pastures we have valuable native species as
assets which have been exploited rather than explored. It
is apparent that while we search for new species from abroad,
we must study and compare with the exotics, our own
indigenenous species under comparable conditions" .
Of course we all know that studies of the native forage
plants and trees have been going on an over Australia for
many years - the Pastoral Laboratory at Charleville in
Southwest Queensland is a parochial example. In addition
breeding studies of a number of native species have been
carried on in the past in North Queensland without however
yielding promising results. Also, mild but aborted interest
was shown in the 1930's in Queensland in the breeding
potential of native Rhynchosias and Qlycines. There is every
reason why more should be done on this aspect of research.
The comments about going for seed production bring to
mind advice given by that doyen at British pasture research,
Professor Stapledon. He warned that the search for high yields
of seed could lead, at least with the species he was discussing,
to declines in forage production.
Thanks Wal Whalley!

From: David Pratchett
Department of Agriculture
Kununurra 6743
I am in the preliminary stages of putting together a
project on Angora goats and require information on all
aspects oftheir care and management. In particular,
I want to know if and how they will respond to the
Kimberley environment, with 45 degrees eel"ius
temperatures in November and December and 700mm.
rainfall over 4 months. Can they be kept under
irrigation on a high quality diet and is the fibre quality
affected if the diet is too good. When is the optimum
time to mate and clip.
I would very much like to hear from both farmers
and research workers.

From Stan Marriot
Beenleigh, Queensland, 4267
Wal Whalley's letter in the November Newsletter came as a
welcome shower of rain to a dry land; to one who had been
asked in the 1950's to secure commercial quantities of seed of
Dichanthium sericeum for export to I ex as U .~A
It wa~
at a
time when attempts were being made in Queensland to
arouse interest in some of our native pasture species,
including a look at some of their genetic characteristic"
The following comments are found in the summary of an
Agrostology School organised by the D.P.!' at
"Brian Pastures" Gayndah Queensland in 1958. "Atleast
for many generations we will have to live with our native
2

From: Bm Mulham
CSIRO
DenllJquin N.S. W.

As I am all for using indigenous species wherever
possible but I believe we should also evaluate the
potential of overseas material so that the limitations
and strengths of all options can be compared. I cannot
envisage introduced species replacing natives over
extensive areas but there could well be a place for them
in localized niches and as special-purpose pastures
in, for example, water spreading projects, and/or
as a means of reinforcing existing pastures (as medics
do in many areas.).
Regardless of whether one favours natives or
introduced plants progress in this area of research is
likely to be slow and with no assurance of success.
Much more work will need to be carried out before
reseeding in any form becomes a realistic option for
the rehabilitation of degraded pastures in low rainfall
rangelands.

Although the views on pasture improvement
expressed by Tony O'Brien (August 85 Newsletter) and
Wal Whalley (November 85) are in parts diametrically
opposed, I am of the opnion that they both have their
strong points. With adequate resources the ideal
approach would be to thoroughly investigate the" gene
pool" offorage plants, both indigenous and exotic,
appropriate for a particular environment - an
impossible assignment, so one has to decide whether to
stick with the natives (Wal's approach), give exotics a
try (Tony's recommendation), or have an each-way bet
and try to do a bit of both.
On the one hand one must acknowledge (and
applaud) results of revegetation programmes such as
those reported by Keith Treloar, Peter Butler and
Gerald Gloster (March 85 Newsletter) and in which
mechanical treatment (pitting, furrowing,ripping,
banking etc.) and stock management, has led to the
rehabilitation oflarge areas without the use of exotic
plants. This is surely the method to use in appropriate
situations.
On the other hand one cannot ignore the benefits
achieved in Central Australia and parts of
Western Australia and Queensland, where buffe1 grass
has been succesfully introduced as a counter to erosion
and to improve animal productivity. Also, the value of
medics in rangelands to which they are adapted is
unquestioned, and the testing of ecotypes for
environments other than those already carrying
naturalized medics, as espoused by Gus Gintzburger
and Peter Skinner (March 8S Newsletter), would
appear to be a natural extension of medic evaluation.
The success rate of reseeding with native species has
not been high in the rangelands of Australia. This, I
suspect, is partly because of our lack of knowledge on
their requirements for establishment and growth and
partly because few of the species take kindly to
"domestication" . A similiar situation occurs in many of
the rangelands of U.S.A., where attempts at reseeding
with native grasses have been largelv unsuccessful
etc.)
and introduced genera (Eragrostis. ~gpyron
form the basis for most reseeding programmes.
Of the native perennial grasses ocurring in
arid/semi-arid rangelands curly windmill grass
(Enteropogon acicu1aris and some of the wallaby
grasses/;hitetop group (Danthonia caesp\tosa,
D. eriantha, D. setacea) have different forms and are
adapted to a wide range of soils and climatic regimes,
suggesting that the potential exists within these
grasses for selection of ecotypes for specific
environments.
Tony O'Brien's comments regarding attitudes of
researchers and deficiencies in their approach to plant
introductions are valid (with a couple of exceptions).
However, thre are very few research bodies with the
resources to maintain an ongoing systematic
programme of plant introduction in the more arid
rangelands, where rainfall events are at best
unpredictable, at worst non existent. Seed supplies of
most introduced plants are severely limited so that
there is little scope for seed increase plot~.

COUNCIL COMMENT
Ken Hodgkinson
President
Australian Rangeland Society
Next International Rangeland Congress
Members will be interested to know that Council
was recently informed by Owen Williams (member of
the IRC Continuing Committee) that the 3rd. IRC will
be held in New Delhi, India in November 1987, subject
to final approval being given by the Government of
India. Over the past year has been uncertainty as to
whether the 3rd. IRC could be organised in India and it
is good to have the matter resolved.
Hopefully details of the Congress will be circularized
soon. The emphasis at the Congress is expected to be
placed on social! managerial solutions to range
management problems rather than traditional
biophysical/ technological solutions.
The Society has funds available which have been set
aside specifically for financially supporting Australians
wishing to attend the 3rd. IRC (and future IRC's).
Once details of the 3rd. IRC are finalized, Council will
invite applications for grants and supply details of what
is required in the applications.
Range Management Newsletter
In the October meeting of Council we accepted with
much regret the resignation of Don Burnside as Editor
of RMN. Don has done a tremendous job in producing
a consistently interesting newsletter and I am sure
you will all support me in saying to Don "thanks for a
job well done" .
Don has offered to continue until the end of May
1986 so I assume he will organize another issue after
this one. Council are looking for a replacement and
would welcome hearing from anyone interested in
taking the job on. Don in his letter wrote, •'I like to think
that RMN is a useful pUblication, but I feel that its
usefulness could be enhanced by making it more
technically oriented. The philosophical considerations
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These can be sent directly to me c/o CSIRO Division of
Wildlife and Rangelands Research, Private Bag
P.O., Deniliquin, N.S.W. 2710. If you desire further
information I can also provide this.

of how and why we manage our rangelands are of great
interest to scientist members and they should be in the
newsletter, but I also feel the RMN can be a clearing
house for ideas and practical methods in rangeland
management and for the reporting of ad hoc research
and observations not sophisticated enough for the
Journal. There is a hunger for this information amongst
pastoralist members. I have found being editor of RMN
an enjoyable and rewarding experience and commend it
to anyone interested in taking it on".
Council agrees with Don's suggestions and would
like to hear from members prepared to take RMN
further in the direction of a "clearing house for ideas
and practical methods".

ARS Travelling Fellowships 1986
Council received one application for a travelling
fellowship and at the December meeting it was agreed
to make the award. When the recipient accepts the
award, Council will announce who it is to be.
The Biennial Conference
By the time you read this, Wal Whalley and his
committee will have invited you to attend the 4th.
Biennial Conference to be held at Armidale N.S.W.
from 24 to 27 August. Its theme is 'conservation and
production' and it promises to be a very worthwhile
gathering. For success the meeting needs to have you
and your contributions. Council hope you can make it.
We realize travelling is costly but know that you will
benefit greatly by attending, especially if you are a
pastoralist. Finally, I would like to extend to all
members of the Society best wishes for 1986 and
thank you for your support during 1985.

Annual General Meeting
To meet the requirements set down in the
Society's Articles and Memorandum of Association
the A.G.M. will be held on Friday 30 May in Cobar,
N.S.W. The venue will be, the Returned Services
League Club and the A.G.M. will commence at
1.30 p.m. Council is arranging to have a guest speaker
following the A.G.M. and we hope for a good roll-up
of members in the Western Division of N . S. W .
FASTS
Early in 1985 Council was approached to see if
our Society would join the Federation Of Australian
Scientific and Technological Societies. The Federation
had its inaugural meeting on 12 November 1985 in
Canberra and ARS was represented by Owen Williams.
At that meeting we advised FASTS that ARS would like
to join as an associate member, subject to ratification at
our A.G. tvf in r..1:!,
The objects of the Federation are to foster close
relationships between the scientific and technological
societies in Australia and take concerted action for
promoting science and technology in Australia.
These objectives include:
(a) Tn fa(,ilitate cii <;('11 ssion within the scientific and
technological community concerning matters of
common interest;
(b) To enhance communication between the
scientific and technological community and
governments, industry and commerce;and
(c) To promote understanding among the
Australian public of the work done within
the scientific and technological community
of the nation.
Most scientific and technological societies have
del:ided to join (56 in a11). T here arc l 1\" Icvvh ,>i
membership "corporate" and "associate". The former
gives a society voting rights through an elected board
member and costs $2.50/member/year. Associate
membership involves no voting rights and a levy of
25 cents/member/year.
Our 'iocict,··, membership is made up of extension
workers, administrative people and land managers
in addition to researchers and it may be oftittle direct
value to any individual. This may be so but Council
considers that our society has a responsibility to
support,in general,scientific advancement in Australia.
We would like to have your views especially if you
disagree or think we ought to he a corporate member.

Subscription Secretary's Note
Daryl Green
Soil Conservation Service
Cobar, N.S.W.
Thanks to all those people who have paid their
1986 subscriptions. Those who haven't as yet put their
cheques in the mail it would be appreciated ifthis was
done as quicklv as possible. I know how easy it is to put
aside but it makes our accounting and mailing list
update much easier if subs. are paid early.
While our mailing system is not infallible there are
a couple of ways you can assist to make it as good as
possible. When paying please return the tear-off
form (last RMN) with lOll! payment and fill it in the
same way as the mailing address we have for you
(if the address is correct). In some cases where the
address is a Pastoral Company or similar and a personal
cheque is submitted to pay the subs. confusion may
result unless the form is attached.
Change of Address
Please let me know if you change your address so
that the mailing list can be maintained accurately.
Any address change should be sent to thc
Subsriptions Secretary for updating. If your present
mail address is incorrect please inform me.
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Mr. David Pearson
Dept. Cons. & Land Management
P.O. Box 366
Kalgoorlie 6430

Missing Persons
Two of the last Newsletters were returned by
Au stralia Post. If anyone knows the correct addresses
of these people please let me know, our records show
them as:
Mr. Rod Holmes
Dept. of Environment
P.O. Box 667
Adelaide S.A.

Mr. Grant Christopherson
Dupont Pty. Ltd.
245 ByngSt.
Orange N.S.W. 2800

Mr Patrick Francis
87 Chetwynd St.
North Melbourne VIC.

Remember, I can only help you with problems such
as publication receivals if I know about them, so if you
are not receiving all the issues or you know someone
who is not, please drop me a line and I will do my best
to correct it.

H.C. Bright - Address unknown
Membership
The Society is regularly expanding its membership.
The normal print run for Vol. 7:1 of the Journal was not
sufficient to fill an orders and some members who paid
their subscriptions late in 1985 could only be provided
with a photocopy of the Journal.
Although the print run for future volumes has been
increased this is a reminder to members to pay early.
New Members
Miss Alison Bowman
'Lilydale'
Triangie N.S.W. 2823
Mr. Geoffrey Dyce
Dept. of Agriculture
P.O. Box 286
Cobar N.S.W. 2835
Mr. Peter Kopke
Carbla Station
Carnarvon W.A.
Mr. Andrew Schmidt
'Wanen'
Cunnamulla Qld.
Mr. John de Salis
54 Broome St.
Cottestoe 6011
Mr. Malcolm A. Forbes
Aust, N.P.W.S.
P.O. Box 636 .
Canberra City 2601
Mr. Noel F. Haug
ACIL Aust. PIL
50 Burwood Rd.
Hawthorn 3122
Dr. Edmund Wyndham
'Karuah'
W ollomombi 2350

Mr. Will Dobbie
Dept. Primary Production
P.O. Box 2134
Alice Springs N.T. 5750
Mr. Peter Goodson
Western Lands Commission
P.O. Box 108
Cobr N.S.W. 2835
Mr. John M. McBride
Kalkaroo Station
Wi1cannia 2836
Dr. G.M.Lodge
Agricultural Research Centre
R.M.B.944
Tamworth N.S.W. 2340
Mr. Greg Morris
Western Lands Commission
P.O. Box 459
Broken Hill 2880
Mr. Lance Loughre~
Dupont (Aust.)
6 McKenzie Place
Griffith 2680
Mr. R. McTaggart
Mt. Phillip Station
Carnarvon 6701

Mr. Andrew Johnson
Dept. Environmental & Planning
55 Grenfell St.
Adelaide 5000
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FEATURES
Recent Rangeland Initiatives by the New South Wales
Department of Agriculture in the Western Division
Brian Downing
Omcer in Charge
Department of Agriculture
Cobar N.S.W.
Our rangeland group in Cobar is now established.
Members of the Society might like to read something
about our set-up and activities which represent a major
involvement of the Department in rangelands.
For many years the New South Wales Department of
Agriculture in the Western Division was known by the
presence of a few Veterinary Staff and Advisory
Officers located at centres such as Bourke and Broken
Hill. Some two years ago, Cobar was selected as the
focal point for an increased and concerted effort to
service the semi-arid rangelands and associated
agricultural enterprises in the Western Division.
The Rangeland Management Research and Advisory
Unit was established at Barton Street in Cobar with the
appointment of two Research Agronomists in 1984.
Since then, a balanced Rangeland team has been
established with the following positions current.
Special Officer (Rangeland Management):
Brian Downing
Special Veterinary Officer (Rangeland
Management): to be appointed
Veterinary Officer Health & Production):
Mike Kreveld
Research Agronomist: Tony Grice
Research Agronomist: Geoff Dyce
District Agronomist: Warwick Date
Economist: David Burgess
Senior Field Assistant: Mike Carson
Field Assistant: Bob McIntosh
. Field Assistant: Lloyd Turner
The Rangelands Unit in Cobar serves to co- ordinate
research and advisory work, to provide scientific
resources, and stimulate activity between all
agricultural personnel in the Western Division. As
such, the Unit is closely associated with other centres,
such as Bourke, Broken Hill, Hillston,Hay and
Dareton, that service the 32 million hectares of the
Western Division, which is about 40 per cent ofthe
extent of New South Wales.
A distinctive feature of the Cobar unit within the
New South Wales Department is its multidisciplinary approach for the solution of rangeland
problems which works across traditional, vertical
divisions of Plant Industry, Animal Production, Animal
Health, and Agricultural Services. Both Advisory and
Research personnel from the several divisions
contribute jointly on research projects. This
requirement is further satisfied by the participation
of staff from ot her centres, such as Greg Markwick
and Ross O'Shea at Bourke.
A main aim of the Department of Agriculture is to
promote agricultural production at economic levels

whilst ensuring that the correct conservation practices
are used for protection of resources and the
environment in the long term. The first stage towards
this goal has been completed, namely, a listing ofthe
principal land management problems. Adequate
technical information was not available for the solution
of some problems. In these cases, research proposals
have been drafted so that appropriate experimentation
might be started which, hopefully, will provide the
necessary information. The Research topics are listed
below.
Agro-ecological resources
Landsat evaluation of cropping
Grass demography relative to grazing by rabbits,
sheep and kangaroos
Defoliation effects on grass phenology
Vegetable fault in wool
Nutritive properties of fodder plants
Multi-species grazing effects on rangeland/woody
weeds
Post fire grazing management, rotational grazing/
spelling
Economic model of sheep flock
Grass profit margins on a property basis
The next step awaits appointment of our Special
Veterinary Officer when a set of research proposals
will be drafted to cover the inter-related areas of animal
health, animal nutrition and animal production.

Prescribed Burning in Western N.S. W.
Peter Walker
Soil Conservation Service
CondoboUn N.S. W.
In the Western Division of N.S. W. an
interdepartmental committee was set up in 1982 to
co-ordinate the further investigation and promotion to
landholders of prescribed burning of rangelands to
control inedible woody shrubs. The aim is to extend the
initial research into burning carried out by the
C.S.I.R.O. Division of Wildlife and Rangelands
Research and the Soil Conservation Service ofN.S.W.
since 1974 to the stage where confident recommendations as to fire behaviour and effects of fire on
shrubs, pasture and soil stability can be provided for
landholders and to increase landholder f'xflf'rti"f' in
conducting burns. The committee comprises of officers
ofC.S.I.R.O., Soil Conservation Service, Department of
Agriculture and Western Lands Commission.

Central Darling shires, including two proposed sites
near Mt Hope and the control plots of the Mt Hope
prescribed bum I In the latter, the kitl of pine trees was
less than on the area controned burned.
Bushfires are uncontroltable, often move too fast to
kilt woody plants, burn out big areas, kilt sheep and
damage fences and other improvements. Prescribed
burns are properly organized and contronable, over
specific target areas and carried out so as to maximize
shrub kID: they are carefulty considered management
operations.
Alt bums carried out were monitored for fire
behaviour, effects on the vegetation and soil, and costs
of the operations.
After an exceltent spring it appears that the
opportunities for autumn burning witl again occur this
year.
Now is the time to start preparing I

The excenent seasons of 1983-84 provided a huge
buitdupoffuel in the northern and central parts of the
Division, generany considered the best in living
memory.
Several bums were carried out in NovemberDecember 1984, before the commencement ofthe
bushfire season. Four were in the Bourke-Yantabuna
area, in mulga-hopbush country, with areas up to
7000 hectares being treated, over a total period of about
10 days. These involved grading and burning the
firebreaks as wen as the main fires. These were
organized by Department of Agriculture and C.S.I.R.O.
with assistance from the other departments and a large
number of neighbouring landholders. Excenent bums
were achieved and the effects on tagged bushes and on
pastures have been assessed.
One fire, organized by Soil Conservation Service,
with assistance from C.S.I.R.O. and Western Lands
Commission was successfulty carried out near Mt Hope
in pine-hopbush-turpentine country. Exceltent burnout
of about 80% was achieved and it is already evident
that most of the young 'whipstick' pine is dead. Again
landholders, and a unit from National Parks and
Wildlife Service, were in attendance.
Several small burns were carried out in autumn by
Department of Agriculture and Western Lands
Commission in lignum and coolibah near Walgett,
and Soil Conservation Service near Tottenham, on
pines, and Ivanhoe, on hopbush.
Several more bums planned for the autumn in the
Bourke, Cobar, and Euabalong districts failed to
eventuate due to administrative problems and
landholders wishing to conserve feed in what was
becomming a very dry time. Two major fires burnt out
over one million hectares in the Cobar, Carrathool and

Remote Solar Power Generation
WalJames
Project Engineer
Solar Energy Research Resource institute, W.A.
A project in remote solar powered generation was
undertaken to provide small, remote aboriginal
communities in Australia with mobile solar powered
services. The services are incorporated in a six metre
shipping container and include radio communication,
water pumping, refrigeration, outdoor lighting and
power for the operation of small power tools, TV and
video recorder.
The first system was installed for the Ngurawoona
Community in W.A. and has been operating flawlessly
since March 1985. The community has readily accepted
the system.
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The Need
At present, townships and remote aboriginal
communities are powered by diesel generator sets.
These require considerable maintenance and the
transport of fuel is often difficult and costly. The
"gensets" may also lack mobility. The SERIWA
was asked to have a look at the problem and to
determine if solar power could be a viable alternative.
After several meetings with community representatives
and advisors, it was concluded that it would be practical
to design a solar powered system that could provide
basic services rather than just electric power. These
service systems had to be relatively mobile as the
communities are, by nature, nomadic.
A list of basic services for immediate consideration Wa.,
established.
(a) Communications: The provision of reliable power
to VHF transceivers for communicating with the
Flying Doctor and other vital services.
(b) Water: The provision of pumping facilities to
maintain existing potable water storage.
(c) Refrigeration: Provision of chilled and frozen
storage for bulk meat, vegetables and dairy
products. Refrigeration could also be used for
storage of medication, vaccines, etc.
(d) Lighting: Provision for area lighting.
(e) Batttery charging: For the charging of batteries
for vehicles.
(f) TV/Video: Provision of power for a communal
TV / Video set.
The prototype system was designed for the needs of
the Ngurawaana Community located in the Pilbara
region of Western Australia on tl:e 21st.parallel
south, 110 km east of the town o ~ ' Karratha. This
community had adequate water supplies in the form of
a windmill, therefore the excess capacity was used in
providing more refrigeration capacity.
System Description
The prototype "Solar Pack" consists of a centralised
facility based on an insulated cargo container with a
roof mounted photovoltaic array, as shown in the photo.
The container forms a robust, transportable shelter
for the associated electrical equipment.
The photvoltaic array is fixed to the roof of the
container and consists of 750 Watts of Mobil Solar
Corporation ribbon solar cells. The container also holds
a 19 kWh battery bank. The batteries are Dunlop
lead-acid, tubular traction type. System voltage is
24 VDC.
An electronic controller prevents overcharging of the
battery bank during periods of excess solar radiation
while also ensuring that non -essential loads are
disconnected during periods of poor solar radiation.
The prototype" Solar Pack" provides the following
services:Communications
The system provides DC power to a 100 W VHF
tranceiver. This facility replaces the existing low power
tranceiver already in use within the community.
Refrigeration
The system supports four chest-type refrigeration
units with a total capacity of 600 litres. One of them is
a commercial unit designed for photovoltaic
applications.
This unit uses a DANFOSS compressor .

The remaining three units wre custom designed
and built to SERIWA's specifications. The 150 litre
cabinet incorporates two identical DANFOSS
compressor units operating in tandem with a single
thermostat. This doubling of the cooling capacity allows
the unit to rapidly freeze a large joint of meat despite
high ambient temperatures and provides security of
supply in case offailure of one compressor refrigeration system.
All the fridge cabinets are manufactured with high
levels of insulation (minimum 75mm of polyurethane)
and hence exhibit improved efficiency compared to
conventional domestic units. The refrigeration
equipment is configured as a refrigerator or freezer
by presetting the thermostat. The prototype "Solar
Pack" was configured with 50 percent fridge and
50 percent freezer capacity.
Lighting
Fluorescent lighting was provide in the form of
20 W fittings which were modified to accept fluorescent
inverters. This modification allows the fitting to operate
directly from a 24 VDC supply. Lighting was provided
in the container itself, in an adjoining office building
and outside nearby buildings.
AC Loads
An inverter was provided to convert the low voltage
DC power provided by the system to mains voltage AC
power (240 V - 50Hz) for use with a conventional
television, video recorder and small power tools. A
mains powered battery charger provides charging for
12 V automotive batteries.
.
The main power supply is provided in DC form to
eliminate the reliability and efficiency problems of
inverters, as well as to contain the use oflarge AC
powered appliances which is common practise when a
diesel generator set is provided as a power supply.
The uncontrolled increase in load generally ends up in
an undersized diesel generator set or the selection of a
large set which contiuously runs at low power level
with the consequences of poor fuel efficiency and
cylinder" glazing" .
System Performance
-Load Estimates - Yearly Average
Daily Load
(a)

Refrigeration
Total Capacity
Compressor Power

(b)

Lighting
Total Lighting
12 Hours / day

(c)

(d)

6001
380W
80W

1.0 kWh

Communications
Transmit Power
1 hour/ day

100W

0.1 kWh

ACloads
Average power
5 hours/ day

50W

0.4 kWh

Total
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2.5 to 3.5 kWh

4 to 5 kWh/day

Because the actual sustainable load (6 kWhl day)
is larger than the maximum design load, load shedding
should not occur except during periods (4-5 days) of
poor solar radiation.
Mobility and ReliabUty
The completed power supply system was transported
to the Ngurawaana Community campsite near
Millstream, Western Australia on 8 March 1985.
The main storage battery and refrigeration equipment
are fixed permanently to the walls and floor of the
container and hence can be transported without further
modification. The internally mounted transceiver and
inverter equipment are packaged separately and stored
within the container for transport.
The container is normally mounted on two 4.5
lengths of 203 x 76 mm steel C-channels and bolted to
the container sides to ensure stability in high w.ind
speeds. During transport, these channels are stored
within the container and are fixed to the floor.
In its operating position, the photovoltaic array
extends the vertical height of the system approximately
500 mm above the container roof. If height is critical
the array may be stowed parallel to the roof whereby
the extra height with the array extended is 3 metres.
The system is lifted using four manually operated
container jacks. A truck with a 6 m tray can be driven
beneath the raised container with approximately
300 mm clearance between the tray and jacks on each
side. The total weight of the system including
container, is 4800 kg.
Unloading is carried out in a similar fashion and
takes a team of four approximately three hours to
complete.
In transit the" Solar Pack" was subjected to very
rough roads and rocky terrain during which the array
was always in the extended operating position. On
arrival, there was no apparent damage to any of the
equipment. The refrigerators and freezers, although
disconnected from the power supply, maintained the
food frozen during the 2 days travel time.
Installation time from truck arrival to test and
operation ofthe "Solar Pack was completed in one day.
The system has operated succesfully and
continuously since March 1985.
Cost
The costs of major system components are outlined
in Table 1. A labour component of $3000 has been
included to represent the additional costs involved
in commercial production. It should be noted that some
component costs, especially for refrigeration, could
be reduced if the equipment was produced in larger
quantities. However, profit margins necessary for a
commercial production wi1J increase the costs.
Table 1.

Only the power supply is considered in the economics
as the rest ofthe system should remain the same ..
Assuming that the battery will require replacement
after five years and the balance of the system after
20 years (with no residual capital value) then the
annual running costs of the system would be
approximately $0.97/kWh. This assumes an average
energy delivery of 5 k W hi day and an interest rate
on borrowed capital of 12 percent.
The existing variable load (180 W average) is not
compatible with conventional diesel driven generation
equipment. The smallest practical diesel generator
size would be around 2 kW and hence would only
be loaded to 10 percent of rated load for much ofthe
time. A generator-set operating under these conditions
would exibit extremely poor fuel efficiency (less
than 1 kWh/litre for diesel) and correspondingly poor
reliability.
A better alternative is the use of a petrol driven
battery charger in conjunction with the existing battery
bank, this would result in a cost of approximately
$1.33/kWh. Clearly, the use of photovoltaics is the
most economic solution.
The use ofphotovoltaics produces an immediate
economic advantage compared to the petrol based
system. This economic advantage will become more
significant as the real cost of petrol increases in the
future.
The solar system is environmentally benign as it is
totally quiet in operation and eliminates the visual
pollution created by fuel and oil drums.
The independence ofthe community is enhanced
as it will not rely on fuel deliveries.
Science and Aboriginal Development
Barney Foran
CSIRO, Alice Springs 5750
The problem of where science and technology can
AlJonginal "outslalion" movement was the
focus of a workshop held in Alice Springs during
October. The workshop was sponsored by the Central
Land Council, CSIRO and the Centre for Appropriate
Technology, and continues a decade or more of
association between this division and Aboriginal
organisations (see Hetzel and Frith "The Nutrition of
Aborigines in relation to the ecosystem of Central
Australia"). Seventy people attended from all over
Australia. The workshop was structured into two
concurrent sessions on "land management" and
"appropriate technology" (water, power, shelter,
communications). The final half day was a combined
session to generate integration and synthesis.
The importance of Aboriginal land use in Northern
Australia was once again emphasised! Once you
ignore a few mining settlements, there are more
Aboriginal people living on the land than there are
European pastoralists and National Park rangers. The
Problems of Aboriginal development and technology
transfer are immense, not least of which are the purse
strings held tightly by Canberra (a common theme?)
For this Division of CSIRO a number of points emerged
which may attract interest and research in the next
decade:J"lp (lIt:

Photovoltaic System costs

Photovoltaic array (750 Wpk)
Battery (800 Ah 24V)
Electrical fittings
Refrigeration
Inverter
Transceiver and antenna
Container (second hand)
Miscellaneous hardware
Labour (150 hours @ $20 per hour)
10 fAL

7,500
2,300
1,500
5,660
760
2,300
1,600
400
3.000
$25,020
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1

Research around outstations must be looked at.
Relatively high densities of settlement, introduced
herbivores, Toyotas, rifles and frequent burning can
produce a "worst scenario" of resource degradation
on a large scale. Rational land use planning is a
must.

2

Many assessments of Aboriginal development
projects rely purely on the "return to capital"
basis, without taking into account the social and
environmental values. The result is that European
style land uses (e.g. cattle projects) always get
the go ahead of more traditional land uses e.g.
artifact making, or seed gathering for resale. Ther
was a real need to find appropriate assessment
methodologies and then get the funding agencies to
accept them.

3

The effect of hunting, predation and burning on
key food species, such as red kangaroos, emus and
bustards jumped up as an issue. to which I felt
CCNT and ourselves might be able to contribute.
Allied with this was the effect of introduced
herbivores on food plant or "bush tucker" species.

4

Aconcerned. and not necessarily low key minority
disagreed with the commonly accepted adage that
Aboriginal people today. were better land managers
than their European counterparts.

5

Many interesting extension problems arose. How do
you get across the concept of "man induced"
soil erosion when the tradio;~l
Aboriginal view
is that "all things come from the land itself".
A successful approach with the re-introduction of
the Mala was described whereby the conservation
ethic was made part of the ceremony by the elders.
The introduction sites are now "no go" areas for the
young men.

In water treatment, NHMRC standards for flouride and
nitrate levels were judged to be inappropriate. Rain
water tanks for potable supplies should be considered
where bore water was oflow quality. Experience
should be gained in application of current desalination
technology.
For electrical power, the cost and maintenance of
diesel generators is a long term problem for larger
settlements. For smaller outstations, rugged reliable
solar designs which incorporated refrigeration,
communication, area lighting and limited AC power
are available for $30,000. (see article by Wal James).
Shelter and building technology was limited mostly
by political and bureaucratic policies which were twenty
years old. Aboriginal views of suitable housing followed
European convention, in itself quite inappropriate for
arid Australia.
Communications technology was seen in terms of a
flood threatening to engulf traditional life styles
rather than being lacking. Satellite television,
computers and radio tranceivers were seen as the most
problematical. A communications conference should be
convened to view commercial technology and decide
policy.
Improved lateral integration between broad scale
and intensive land use and appropriate technology
was needed over the next five years to optimise
advances already made within individual diciplines.
Lack of effective extension of ideas and information
about developed technologies hindered Aboriginal
progress throughout Australia.
Measuring and Interpreting Range Trend
Barney Foran
CSIRO, Alice Springs, 5750
In 1984, I was a participant in a workshop to discuss
the standardization of Range Terminology. From
that workshop it was recommended that IRC should
initiate and co-ordinate an effort to begin international
agreement on terminology and concepts in range
management through the various rangeland groups,
including of course, the Australian Rangeland Society.

In all a great success! The workshop report (which
contributed to the points made above) is reprinted
below and I am halfway to producing a technical report
under Divisional auspices which will contain the 48
papers presented at the workshop.

I undertook to initiate discussion of international
terminology and concepts in Australia, using as a
starting point the report of the Range Inventory
Standardization Committee entitled "Guidelines and
Terminology for Range Inventories and Monitoring" .
Some of this report is old hat, but the section on
"Range Trend"has some good and relevant ideas.
The points being made need to be considered by
~cients.
administrators and rangeland user~.
all of
whom are interested in the objec,ts, methodology and
interpretation of the range monitoring process. So
please read this section of the whole report (8 pages out
of 50) which is reprinted below and let me know what
you think about the fol1owing basic questions
concerning range trend.

Workshop Report and Conclusions
Summary
Technology for Aboriginal outstations must make
people more independent of European infrastructure.
and freer to pursue their own lifestyles.
Bureacratic inefficiencies in funding are a greater
problem in Aboriginal development than lack of
suitable technology. Annual funding which created
stop/start development. and absence of "block"
funding were seen to be major problems.
Broad scale land use needed [ullg term
development planning. Essential lu lhlS was the
knowledge of Aboriginal perceptions and aspirations
for land use. and a detailed study on resource land use
around outstations.
Intensive land use around outstations needed to
integrate reafforestation for shade. shelter and fuel
with horticultural tree crops and bush tucker.
Continued work was needed on improved domesticated
varieties. native food species and exotic crops.

-How to do it?
-How often?
-GovernmentiPastoralist reaction when trend is
downward?
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Measuring Trend.

Measuring and interpreting Trend
General Considerations

Early detection of trend involves some risks because
vegetational properties naturally fluctuate' widely
within and among years because of climatic'
variability and other influences. These nor'mat
fluctuations must be considered when determining
trend. Sampling error further confounds the problem of
early detection oftrend.
Many techniques are available to monitor trend and
each has pros and cons. A review of these tc;lcpniques
leads to the conclusion that plant yield, cover and
density are not reliable measures of trend, particularly
for herbaceous species.
Because of the complete renewal of above ground
growth annually, the varied growth forms, apd
phenologic differences of individual species, no single
measure of herbaceous plants is best for determining
trend. Each method has its deficiency. Plant production
and foliage cover data are highly variable, both
seasonally and annually. Basal cover is more stable,
but difficult to measure for many species. Plant density
is a difficult parameter to sample adequately J:>ecause
of varied growth forms and at times the difficulty in
identifying what constitutes an individual plant.
Because of stand variability, obtaining an adequate
sample of yield. cover or density with sufficient
statistical reliability to detect trend is extremely
difficult. For example, the number of samples
necessary to obtain precision of plus or minus 10 per
cent at a probability of 95 per cent is frequently
unreasonable for most land managers shown on the
table below.

Trend is the directional change in kind, proportion
and/ or amount of plant species, or soil characteristics.
Trend may be interpreted in both an ecological context
and in terms of resource value. The principal criteria to
interpret trend in ecological status should be the vigour
and reproductive success of plant species that are
indicative oflater seral stages as compared to those of
an earlier seral stage for the site. The pOtential natural
community is used as the reference plant community
and trend is described as toward or away from the
potential natural community, or not apparent. Trend of
soil surface conditions is interpreted from evidence
of accelerated soil erosion.
Trend in RVR, when compared to matU\gement
objective(s), refers to the change in utility of vegetation
a tapa rl i('! 11 a r location for a specific use. The trend of
a particular resource value may be up, for another usc
the trend may be down, and not apparent for still
another. The direction oftrend is based on whether
the changes in vegetation and soil conditions are
desirable or undesirable for specific maqagement
objectives.
1
Because of the dual interpretation of trend, the type
of trend must be specified. either ecologkal status or
resource value for a ,>pecific use" I I',,':
Trend can be interpreted at various levels depending
on the amount of detail needed or available. At the
macroscale. changes in lifeform of dominant species.
gross changes in cover and density of shrubs and trees
and marked changes in ground c('ver can be monitored
by use of remote imagery and aerial photography.
In such siuations,documentation of trend in vegetation
and soil surface conditions can be achitwed without
detailed measurements of kind. proportion and amount
of major species. Often these changes occur over a
period of years or decades, unless catastrophic
alterations due to fire or other severe disturbances
occur. Less obvious changes in trend are difficult
to detect and document unless critical on-site
measurements of vegetation and soils are made.

Table
Number of sample units required to estimate
vegetation parameters with sampling precision of
plus 10 per cent at probability of 95 per cent.
Parameter
Measured

Apparent vs Measured Trend.
Apparent trend is the interpretation of direction of
change based on the evidence that is obtained at a
single observation. It should only be done by an
experienced observer and should always be clearly
identified as apparent trend.
Measured trend is a quantitive assesSment of change
based on repeated measurements over time, of the
kind, proportion and! or amount of plant species and
soil surface properties. It provides quantitive data for
interpreting the direction of change. often before it
is detectable by repeated ocular examination or
repeated photographs over time. Measured trend
provides early feedback to indicate if management
objectives are being reached. If progress is
unsatisfactory. modification in management practices
is needed.

Type of Sampling
Unit

Number
Required

Cover

100 sq. ft. plots

Cover

100 ft. line intercept
transects

Cover

Points

Densit)

9( ,q.ft.or
9.6 sq. ft. plots

Yield

1.417 sq. ft. plots

46-200

44

2400-3600

Source
Costello and
Klipple, 1939
Hyder and
Sneva. 1960
Clarke, et at..
1942

38 and 174,
respectiveb Laycock, 1965
28-193

Scoop and
McIlvain, 1963

Frequency of occurrence is a measure ofthe spatial
distribution of a species, i.e. its distribution in the
community. This sampling technique has many
advantages for the determination of trend. Frequency
data are simple to obtain, objective, statistically
reliable. and relatively inexpensive to collect. As with
density and basal area, frequency is rather insensitive
to seasonal and yearly variation, a desirable attribute
when monitoring long-term vegetational trend.
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Staistically reliable frequency data are less expensive
to obtain than density or basal area.
For trend interpretation frequency data generally
are interpreted by analyzing differences in frequency
of individual species over time on a specific ecological
site. Key species may be selected for dominance,
desirability for certain uses or indicator value in the
community. Although rooted frequency is not
consistently related to density, basal cover, or
distributional pattern, positive statements about trend
can be made if change in frequency occurs between
two sampling periods. An increase in frequency
indicates that new individuals have become
e~tabhd.
1hl~ change in a preferred species can be
interpreted as being desirable or showing an upward
trend, and a similiar change in undesirable species
would indicate a downward trend. If individual species
of interest are recorded by categories, e.g. newlyestablished (exclude current seedlings), mature and
senescent, the change in frequency can be interpreted
as to how the age classes within species are undergoing
change.
Frequency is dependent upon plot size, plot shape
and distribution pattern of the individual species.
Thus, change in frequency is difficult to interpret
unless the same size and shape of quadrat are used in
each sample period compared. To detect statistically
significant change, the frequency value should fan in a
range of 20 to 90 per cent for sampling ~ensitv
\

Accuracy concerns the nearness of the estimated value
to that ofthe actual value. Precision refers to
repeatability of the sample estimate. High precision
suggests a high degree of accuracy, but this is not
necessarily the case when dealing with vegetation.
Precision and probability statements are functions of
sampling intensity and population variability. High
precision in vegetation sampling is generally very
costly to obtain because of the large number of samples
required. For trend analysis a compromise between
sampling cost and the risk of an incorrect
interpretation of data suggest that a precision of plus
or minus 20 per cent of the mean at a
probability of 80 per cent should be the minimum
acceptable level. Increasing the probability to
90 per cent would require an increase in sampling
effort of about SO per cent. However, specification of
an adequate level of statistical reliability of data
wi11 greatly enhance acceptance ofrelated decisions.
Interpreting Trend Data.
Measured or observed changes in kind, proportion
and/or amount of plant species on a site, in soil
characteristics, or in animal populations, are
interpreted as trend in ecological status or resource
value ratings. Trends in ecological status or RVRs
should establish whether present management is
resulting in changes toward or away from management
objectives. In order to decide if a change in
management is needed to reverse undesirable trends or
to accelerate desirable ones, it is important to try to
establish cause for trends. Several guidelines for
collection and interpretation of trend data follow.

Frequency data, like all other quantitive measures,
cannot be used to evaluate ecological status or resource
value rating before standards are e'itablished through
prior study. Once standards have been established
frequency data can be used for a rapid, objective and
consistent method of trend analysis. Frequency can
be used to indicate a real change in vegetation but it
cannot be interpreted to indicate a specific amount nor
the specific property of a species unless additional
information is available. In spite of its limitations,
frequency is the easiest, least costly and most reliable
kind of quantititive data to collect to detect change in
the role of a species in a community.
Frequency cannot be efficiently or meaningfully
used in all vegetation types. It is most meaningful
in perennial grasslands, and for interpreting change in
the herbaceous and small shrub component in shrubgrass vegetation. RISe recommends the use of
frequency for monitoring trend for these vegetation
components. For large woody plants, canopy cover and
density should be the basic measurements to monitor
trend.
Soil surface condition can easily be obtained along
with frequency by fixing points on the sample frame to
record hits on bare ground, litter, gravel, total basal
cover of vegetation and other characteristics of the
soil surface. However, this method will not adequately
sample basal cover of individual species because of
insufficient number of observations.

Interpreting Trend at One Location.
Differences in measurements obtained at different
dates on the same location because of sampling error,
personal bias or Jack of adequate training should be
minimized. The location and size of the sample area
must be adequately specified. The sample area should
not involve more than one ecological site and sampling
design should account for heterogeneity in plant
pattern, topography and microclimate. Sampling
method should be amenable to statisical analysis
and establishment of confide lice intervals. Attributes
measured must be defined in objective terms such that
the observer bias is minimized.
Interpreting Trend in a Management Unit.
It is rarely feasable, nor is it neccessary, to obtain a
statistically valid sample of an entire management unit
(pasture, allotment) for trend monitoring purposes.
Rather, each monitoring location should be carefully
selected with specified objectives developed for each
location. Data from different sample locations should
not be combined until after interpretation of each
location is made and then only if it is certain no
information will be lost. The overall trend on a
management unit cannot be determined by averaging
trend data from various locations except perhaps under
cases of extremely good or poor management.

Accuracy, Precision, and Probability Statements.
Regardless of the type of data collected to evaluate
vegetation change, interpretation should he supported
with reliable statistical analysis. Vegetation parameters
are estimated by measurement from sampling.
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Collateral Data.
Collection of collateral data to aid interpretation of
soil or vegetation change is essential. Weather data
collected on or near each monitoring location are
highly desirable. Storage guages read monthly or
seasonally can be used for precipitation. Max-min
thermometers at selected locations may help explain
extreme events. Actual use records of livestock and of
wildlife should be maintained. Utilization should be
measured on each monitoring location whenever trend
data are collected and at other times when appropriate
and feasible. Utilization data should be collected to
represent the same location as other vegetation data.
A method should be used which provides
quantitive estimates of either percentage utilization
or residue remaining. Examples are the grazed-class,
stubble height, percentage plants or twigs grazed
methods, or any number of other techniques suitable
in different siuations. Caged plots may be used to
ensure that some ungrazed plants are present for
making comparative kinds of measures, but generally
the number of cages necessary to obtain precise
estimates make their use impractical for direct
determination of utilization by harvesting. Observation
on populations of rabbits, rodents, insects, fire or
other disturbances also should be made.

NOTICES
A New International Journal
-Arid SoD Research and Rehab~tion
A new quarterly international journal is commencing
operations in early 1986; it will be published by Crane,
Russack and Co. Inc. of A New York for scientists
working on desert, and semi-arid soils. Publication
of manuscripts on applied problems dealing with
desertification and with efforts to recover degraded
soils will be encouraged.
The first issue is due in early 1986 and manuscripts
are required urgently by the Editor, J. Skujins, Utah
State University, for this and the second issue.
Australian representatives on the Editorial Board are
Owen B. Williams and Rob Wetselaar, CSIRO Division
of Water and Land Resources, GPO Box 1666, Canberra
A. C. T., 2601. They will provide copies of the 'Call
for Papers' which includes Instructions to Authors.
(Editor's note: The preamb1efrom the 'Call for Papers'
is reprinted below for the interest of members.
The increasing amount of information of desert soil
research and rehabilitation is currently scattered
throughout the scientific literature in various biological,
agronomica1. ann ,oil science iournals. A common
outlet is lacking for scientific studies on desert, arid,
and semiarid soil research and recovery efforts.
Arid Soli Research and Rehabilitation, a new
quarterly scheduled to begin in 1986. will fill the gap
in th('lit('ratllre and provide a useful outletforthe
publication of articles on basic and applied aspects of
arid soils. As suggested by the title, subjects covered
in the journal will be directed to edaphic aspects,
including biology, organic and inorganic chemistry,
and physics. Publication of manuscripts on applied
problems dealing with desertification and with efforts
to recover degraded arid soils will be encouraged.
Topics of special interest include:
• soil biology in non-irrigated soils
• arid land 'rehabilitation
• arid soil biotechnology
Only manuscripts describing original work, not
published elsewhere, will be acceptable for publication.
An manuscripts will be peer-reviewed for quality
and acceptability before publication.
Occasional review articles and book and meeting
reviews will be included.
Arid Soil Research and Rehabilitation will be of
interest to soil scientists, agronomists, and
environmental scientists working on problems
counteracting desertification and improving arid soil
fertility.

Frequency for Collection of Trend Data.
In order to establish the reality of trends and the
causes for them, it is highly desirable to measure trend
frequently. This is particularly important where
management is ideal. There is often value in measuring
utilization more than once a year. However, budgets
and manpower often dictate that 'rend monitoring
can be done only at intervals of two, three, five or
more years. In this case a moitoring strategy designed
to aid in accurate identification of trends and their
causes is especially important. Two ways are suggested
to overcome the problem of infrequent measurement.
One strategy is to select a few locations for frequent,
preferably annual, measurement. The location chosen
should be where collateral information relative to
management objectives can be obtained.
Establishment of a continuous trend in soil/vegetation
characteristics in relation to weather, utilization,
actual use and other variables will support a more
accurate interpretation of data gathered on an
infrequent basis elsewhere.
Another strategy is to pay special attention tn
designed comparisons among trend locations. For
instance, if vegetation cover is declining on numerous
trend locations irrespective of the management system,
it may be assumed that weather or factors other than
management are responsible. However, if other cover
of forage species declines on an ecological site in one
management unit but increases or is static on the same
ecological site in an adjacent unit, a change in
management is indicated.

Fuel Requirements for Small Engines
Australian Institute of Petroleum Limited
A survey has been carried out amongst
manufacturers and importers of small engines to
determine which fuel they are recommending for
existing engines. The following list has been made up
from their replies and the following general points
are applicable:
1) For 2-stroke engines, the recommended fuel/oil
ratio must be maintained.
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2) For aU engines, in the absence of unleaded petrol,
super grade leaded petrol may be used, but plug
fouling may occur and for long term use special
plugs should be fitted.
3) If in doubt, contact the manufacturer of your unit.

SuppUer

Engine or Model Type

Makers Recommendation

A.N.1. Perkins
Ariens
Bolens
Canning & Sons
Crommelins
Homelite
Honda
Masport

Briggs & Stratton
Echo - all models
Briggs & Stratton
All models
Robin
2 or 4 stroke
Power products range (i.e. stationary
engines, generators, tillers etc.)
All garden products

McCulloch
Morrison
Nordtec
Norten Vi11iers

Chainsaws, brush cutters - all models
Briggs & Stratton
H usqvarna/Partner chainsaws
Wisconsin/MitsubishilVi11iers

Recommended unleaded petrol
Recommended unleaded petrol
Recommended unleaded petrol
Recommended unleaded petrol
Recommended unleaded petrol
Recommended unleaded petrol
All models can reliably operate using
unleaded petrol
Suitable for operation on unleaded
petrol
Recommend unleaded petrol
Recommend unleaded petrol
Recommend unleaded petrol
Suitable for operation on unleaded
petrol

Outboard Marine

Johnson & Evinrude outboards: Models
prior to 1985: 2-100 HP
above 100 HP
1985 model except V6 range
Tanaka & Jonsered machines
Chainsawsl garden equipment
Briggs & Stratton/Tecumseh
Chainsaws/power tools/brush cutters
Motor cycles/ outboards/ generators
All motors and garden equipment
All power products and outboards are
suitable for operation on unleaded
petrol, except 220A which must continue
to use super petrol.

Parklands Trading
Poulan
Rover Scott Bonnar
Stihl
Suzuki
Victa
Yamaha

Recommend unleaded petrol
Continue to use super petrol
Recommend unleaded petrol
Recommend unleaded petrol
Recommend unleaded petrol
Recommend unleaded petrol
Recommend unleaded petrol
Recommend unleaded petrol
Recommend unleaded petrol

The Australian Institute of Petroleum published these
lists in good faith but takes no responsibility for the
accuracy of the information supplied by manufacturers
or their representatives.
Issued June 1985
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Daryl Green
Suberlpdons~Uy

Austnllan Rangeland SocIety

Dear Mr. Green
I, Prof/Dr/Mr/Ms ...... '" ................................... " .............. .
of .... " ....... , " ....... " , , ..... , " ..... , ..................... (State and Country)
apply for membership of the Australian Rangeland Society and agreed to be bound by the
regulations of the Society as stated in the Memorandum and Article of Association in
existence from time to time.
I enclose SA20I2S· (full membership) or SAIOI1S· (partial membership for Range
Management Newsletter only) being my subscription for the year 19 ...... .

Signature ............................. .
Date ................................. .
Date of Approval of Council .................................................... .
Entered in Register of Members ................................................ .
Date .......................................... ; ..... .
Signed
Signed

• Full membership outside Australia is SA25/year.
Partial membership outside Australia is SAIS/year.

Members of
Council

